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We draw attention to the inability to determine the 

exact characteristics of tropospheric aerosol (spectral 

values of the real part of refractive index, optical thick-

ness τo and single scattering albedo, the parameters of 

the distribution function of particle size and shape of 

particles) using polarization observations on the Earth's 

orbit at λ > 400 nm [4, 8]. If, for example, on Venus 

[2] diffusely reflected radiation is formed only in the 

gas-aerosol atmosphere, the surface of the Earth also 

plays an important (at some λ - dominant) role. A sur-

face optical properties depend on the latitude and lon-

gitude ψ, L; diversity of topography causes the de-

pendence of ψ and L, also τo values and relative contri-

butions of the gas and aerosol scattering. This causes 

the two difficulties: 

1. Impossibility to receive the phase dependence of 

the degree of polarization P (τo, ψ, L, μo, μ, α) and re-

flectivity ρ (τo, ψ, L, μo, μ, α), which correspond to 

optical homogeneity condition (α, μo and μ - is phase 

angle and cosine of the angle of incidence and reflec-

tion of light). It can to overcome observation individual 

parts on the surface while scanning plane in polar orbit 

and can consider the effects of the Earth's rotation and 

changing the distance between the satellite and the se-

lected part. 

2. Impossibility to separate atmospheric and surface 

components of these dependencies. This can be done 

only by using appropriate assumptions in respect of 

surface: consider the phase dependence known [3]; 

analyze the spectral dependence at some phase angles 

allowed in some empirical connection (for example, 

the Umov's effect) А(α, λ)Р(α, λ)
n 
 = Const [1], or the 

results of observations in the so-called inversion point 

αi in which the plane of polarization is changed to 90, 

and for surface - values of the degree of polarization 

Ps (αi) = 0 [5]. 

But these difficulties disappear when observed at 

λ < 300 nm, where the ozone layer cuts contribution as 

the Earth's surface and lower atmosphere too. There-

fore, there is a good opportunity to identify the main 

characteristics of stratospheric aerosol [6]. 
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